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Carl Reader
Small Business Champion. Owns some 
businesses, written some books, and likes to 
talk. A lot.
@CarlReader

Today’s speaker
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In order to receive CPE credit
– Be sure to sign in or scan your badge for this session
– You must stay in the session for the duration of the training
– This session is eligible for 2 hours of CPE
– CPE certificates are emailed directly to you within 4 weeks of the conference date to the 

same email address you used to register

CPE Process
CPE credit administered 

in coordination with 



Share with your 
neighbor – what 
content marketing 
does your firm 
currently do?
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The building blocks of POWERFUL content marketing

Live example of content building

What do we do with the content

How do we improve the value and reach of the content

What are our next steps?

Agenda



The building blocks of 
POWERFUL content marketing
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Online Advertising
• Limited by searchers

• Lower cost / lead

• High management cost

Offline Advertising
• Relatively untargeted

• Higher cost / lead

• Supports local networking

Networking
• Great fun!

• Free breakfasts

• Make new friends…

• …long tail for business results 

What are the usual options of marketing for most firms?

But, we shouldn’t look at these in isolation…
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Content marketing is all the marketing 
that’s left.

Seth Godin
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Personal brand
• People buy from people. 

Corporate brand
• Boring logo, even though you’ve paid 

lots of money and tried to be cool

• You have to talk in a certain voice

• And you cannot express an opinion

• Don’t forget the disclaimers…

• …and who even are you?

Personal or corporate brand?

You might see, I’m a little bit biased…
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Business is no longer B2B or B2C. 
It’s H2H – human to human.
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Consistency is key

Things to remember:

• Consistent images
• Consistent @ handles
• Consistent hashtags
• Consistent websites
• Adapt content for 

each platform
• Tweak bios for each 

platform
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Content

Distribution

Nurturing

Lead

The content funnel



Live example of content building
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• Ensure that you meet the interviewee 15-30 minutes before ‘go live’
– Meet and greet, comfort break and coffee!
– Run through the broad structure of the interview – DO NOT SCRIPT
– Check your audio and video equipment
– Check and double check their desired biography
– Take photos before the podcast – not during
– GET THE CONTRACT SIGNED!

The logistics of an interview
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• Try to limit to 30 – 40 minutes maximum for listener / viewer attention span
– Begin with a brief introduction of the guest
– Warn them of the first question: “Who is………”
– Have a general direction for the interview (2 – 3 key topics to bring out)
– Leave more personal / emotional questions to the end
– Fun, rapid fire questions at the end

The structure of an interview
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AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION WARNING… PAY ATTENTION! 
• Try to find content that can be repurposed from this interview

– Ideally unique “top tips” style content

– Any key quotes that resonated with you

– Bullet point content that can be easily expanded into articles

– Any key themes that you can pull out from the interview 

– …valuable content isn’t usually what you expect from the interviewee!

Before we start…

THE BEST EXAMPLES IN OUR Q&A AFTERWARDS WILL WIN PRIZES!
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Dawne Leaney Davidson
Owner, Freelife Accounting & Bookkeeping.
Admin, QB-HQ
@freelifeacctg @qb_hq

Today’s guest



AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
What content did you take from 
the interview?
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There are two types of content: topical 
and evergreen.



What do we do with the 
content?
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Content is king, but distribution is 
queen. And she wears the pants.

Jonathan Perelman, Buzzfeed
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Content

Distribution

Nurturing

Lead

The content funnel
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• Podcast platforms include 
iTunes, Spotify, Soundcloud and 
many more

• Video platforms include YouTube 
and Vimeo

• Always post video natively on 
social media sites

• Don’t forget to live stream!

Distribution of podcasts and videos
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Blog posts
• Try to prioritise readability 

over formality
• A good baseline is 300 

words, with key bullet points
• If enough content, develop 

into 600 and 1,000 word 
versions

• Pull out quotes and bullet 
points for social media

• Always find an image if 
possible

Converting the content into words
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• Share from other platforms 
rather than yourself

• Think 30% share, 30% 
interact, 30% original, 10% 
sales

• We’re there… our market 
generally isn’t

Twitter posts
An endless stream of noise…
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• For any organic traction, 
focus on Live or embedded 
content

• Written posts should take 
the LinkedIn form, with a 
clarifying header

• Images need to be FB 
friendly – minimal text

• Audience targeting is the 
only saving grace

Facebook page post
To get a ‘like’ from your mum…
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• Ask A Question in stories is 
*the best* content source

• Pinned stories act as a 
showcase

• At 10k followers, ‘swipe up’ 
becomes really valuable

• Remember to tag question 
respondents!

• Engagement is vital

Instagram
Pictures of kids, breakfast, coffee… and some useful insights!



How do we improve the reach 
and the value of the content?
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It’s not the best content that wins. It’s 
the best promoted content that wins.

Andy Crestodina
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Reactive PR is fairly simple
• Search for #journorequests on Twitter (free, largely UK but some international)
• Use a tool for obtaining requests:
– US / Canada: Help A Reporter Out (HARO)
– UK: ResponseSource
– Aus: Sourcebottle

• Help the journalists do their job! They’re only human
• Remember: bio, photos, media pack

PR: Reactive and Proactive PR
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XYZ Accounting increases profit by $50,000
Today, XYZ Accounting are delighted to announce an increase of their profit. The increase is due to them working 
harder. A senior executive said “this was a really good year and you should all buy lots more of our services”. The 
innovative company offers strategic insightful reporting for blue-sky thinking managers so that they can touch base 
with their data and reach out to improve their market share of low hanging fruit, whilst thinking outside of the box. 
They do this by concatenating data from a hetrogenity of origins. If you’ve read this far and stayed awake, please 
contact our press team by fax on… 

Let’s discuss this press release…
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XYZ Accounting (who?) increases profit by $50,000
(This is news?)
Today, XYZ Accounting are delighted to announce an increase of their profit SO WHAT?. The increase is due to them 
working harder REALLY??!. A senior executive UNNAMED said “this was a really good year and you should all buy lots 
more of our services SALES PITCH ”. The innovative company offers strategic insightful reporting for blue-sky thinking 
managers so that they can touch base with their data and reach out to improve their market share of low hanging fruit, 
whilst thinking outside of the box A LONG SENTENCE FULL OF MANAGEMENT JARGON . They do this by 
concatenating data from a hetrogenity of origins AND EVEN WORSE… TECHNICAL JARGON. If you’ve read this far 
and stayed awake DESPITE THE LACK OF PARAGRAPHS AND SPACING, please contact our press team WHO? by 
fax on… FAX???!

Let’s discuss this press release…
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Content

Distribution

Nurturing

Lead

The content funnel
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What I’ve learned so far:
• Tools such as snip.ly, Mailchimp, Leadpages, 
• Engagement in nurturing is far more measurable than “Press Value”
• Look at all styles of consumption – reading, viewing, listening, interacting
• Optional: transition from you to your business

The final stages of the funnel

IMPORTANT THING HERE: Use this new variation of the ‘Bang Box’ to emphasize important information



Questions and Goal Setting
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• Build a solid foundation first for distribution
• Remember the funnel – don’t just focus on one part of the process
• Look for the content within the content – all you need is 3 bullet points. 

Evergreen is best
• Systemize the way that you do it and share it
• Don’t forget to nurture and convert!

The key points to remember



For my templates, please email:
laura@carlreader.com
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Rate this session
1. Select Sessions 2. Select Title 3. Add Rating
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Material Download
Session slides can be found on the QuickBooks Connect agenda page

https://quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/

1) Find the session on the agenda

2) Select + for more information

3) Download PDF of slides
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